
 

Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development/Imagination. 

As the focus this term, we will discuss looking after our planet. We 

shall relate to the behaviour policies of being safe, honest, 

respectful and responsible. The children will be introduced to the 

various scenarios which include situations taking place in space (e.g. 

shooting star lost as it travels to Earth. Where is its family?)   

Understanding of the World/ ICT. 

Where do we live? What is the environment/habitat like? Children shall 

be able to express their understanding of similarities and differences 

in relation to what they know about their own environment. We shall 

also be exploring space and its many wonders. Children will have the 

opportunity to work on their understanding of directions using bee bots 

and remote controlled devices giving co-ordinates to reach various 

mapped places. 

 
Communication and Language. 

The first week back will give the children an amazing opportunity to 

discuss the ‘Wow Factors’ that will take place. Having various activities 

in the setting will allow for enthusiastic communication. They will 

express themselves and share great views and interesting ideas.  

Within the areas, we will have role-play materials such as sculptures of 

rockets and various topics in relation to space will allow pupils to freely 

continue developing their thoughts and opinions.  

Physical Development 

The cohort will use the indoor and outdoor environments to express movement by being 

creative. The children will have the option to use materials such as play dough and clay 

to design their favourite space feature. We shall also be continuing with morning yoga, 

‘Dough Disco’, and physical ball/building games to enhance their abilities.  As part of 

fine motor development, children can help wrapped presents at ‘Santa’s Workshop’, as 

well as make cards or crackers using tools to help them.  

Expressive Arts and Design 

Children will be in the high spirit of celebration so we shall be making various Christmas 

Crafts where the children to use their imagination and the provided tools and materials 

to express themselves in their own unique ways. As part of the space theme, we can 

also allow children to focus on modelling rockets and focus on connecting and joining 

various parts to complete individual or team build master pieces 

 

Literacy  

For our literacy we have decided to focus on festive related stories such as the Jolly 

Postman, Stickman and ‘Little Owl and the Star. We want to express different writing 

formats such as invitations, cards and letters. It will also help as we can find out the 

children’s interest and promote writing within project based activities in the afternoons. 

This includes mark making and reading opportunities beginning with adult lead activities 

that allow the children to then continue with their learning throughout their play in the 

areas of provision.  

 

 
Mathematics. 

We shall be continuing with our numbers and the number system and begin familiarising 

ourselves with shape, space and measure. Children will able to use real life objects as part 

of their role play to enhance their vocabulary and problem solving skills. This will then 

lead to explanation of their reasoning and development of individual thought processes. 

Songs will help to explain SSM as well as visual, playful, activities in all areas of provision.  
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